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Community Platforms Category
Online communities offer a platform for people to link around a
shared activity, goal, or interest. Users create a network, develop
relationships, and work together by engaging with content and
sharing information. Community platforms enable businesses to
build these forums, maintain memberships, and cultivate followers.
These applications automate administrative workflows and give you
actionable data on trends and metrics like user engagement and site
activity.
Most importantly, communities should offer value to end users.
Community platforms assist businesses to develop, manage, and
assess the effectiveness of their web-based communities so they can
strive for continual improvement and deliver greater value to their
customers.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence
relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,
success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

the customer base and scale of a Market
Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)

RISING STAR
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that
does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2022 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Community Platforms software based
on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT HIGHER LOGIC VANILLA

I really liked the feel of Vanilla as a platform but also of the culture. It’s
something that resonated with me; that’s where I wanted our community to be
going.
RAV SINGH
COMMUNITY MANAGER, RECKON

Vanilla Forums allows you to create
an online community that your
customers or audience will love.
Thousands of companies use our
open source and hosted products
to increase loyalty, brand advocacy
and reduce customer service costs.
Vanilla's customers are made of a

We wanted to find a community provider that would enable us to centralize
our customer base and offer them independence with our product. Vanilla
over delivered.
BEN DEVILLE
HEAD OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE, SPITFIRE

broad group of organizations from
around the world.

In our old community, average time the solution was about 5-10 days. With
Vanilla capabilities, we’ve gotten that down to 36 hours time to solution, which
is phenomenal.
SCOTT GENZER
SENIOR COMMUNITY MANAGER, RAPIDMINER

Vanilla has helped us to easily bring out the King personality in our
community, which was so difficult to do before.
GRAHAM HENDERSON
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF PLAYER COMMUNITY, KING
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ABOUT INFLUITIVE

Influitive, the advocate marketing
experts, is based in Toronto with

Influitive provides the most flexible and powerful customer advocacy platform
for growing your advocate community and engaging with them in a fun and
educational way.
CHRIS PELTZ
CHIEF OF STAFF - SPM CUSTOMER SUCCESS, HP SOFTWARE

offices in Palo Alto and Boston.
Influitive allows you to build a
community of advocates and invite
your customers, developers,
partners, and employees to
complete challenges, referrals,
product reviews, social media
posts, and more. As they complete

Our Verafans referral program has been a great success. Influitive has allowed
us to build a community that engages our customers and helps us drive new
business.
JASON OAKLEY
ADVOCATE MARKETING MANAGER, VERAFIN

these personalized
challenges—which can be targeted
to groups or individuals—they
automatically earn points, badges,
and levels to redeem professional
perks and privileges. Easily
visualize and report on all activities

Today, hundreds of Brightpearl customers interact in our community to connect with peers and
learn how to grow their retail businesses. That’s the kind of experience our customers want us to
deliver, and Influitive’s unique integration of advocacy, social media and community helps us
get there.
JAMES SCOTT
SVP, CUSTOMER SUCCESS, BRIGHTPEARL

completed and the ROI of those
activities, while integrating with
your CRM and marketing
automation platform to guide
members through the entire
customer journey.

The platform is relatively intuitive and easy to use, and they are
constantly improving it. It has been very well-received by our customers.
REBECCA LEE WHITE
COMMUNITY MANAGER, TRACKMAVEN
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ABOUT KHOROS

With the help of the Khoros community platform, we are on our way to
becoming Germany’s most customer-oriented bank. Our 4.2 out of 5
customer satisfaction rating proves that our strategy is paying off.
CONSORSBANK

Khoros, formerly Spredfast +
Lithium, is the leading customer
engagement platform built to turn
siloed knowledge into enterprise
value, and customers into
contributors. By connecting
consumer insights across all
departments, Khoros gives

Community is now our default portal for customer care. More and more of
our customers are using self serve and peer-to-peer care to solve common
issues.
RAMY METWALLY
HEAD OF SOCIAL MEDIA CARE, JAWWY

companies the ability to run their
business with their customers,
anticipating their needs,
accelerating sales, loyalty, and
innovation.

Our community built on the Khoros platform allows the engineering team to push recent
feature updates without waiting for the monthly product release cycle. This allows the
engineering team to experiment more and provide a better experience to the developers and
users.
VED PRAKASH AGARWAL
ENGINEER MANAGER, VISA

Khoros has provided Autodesk a true peer-to-peer community space that scales, where
customers ask technical and subject matter related questions, share suggestions and answers,
support overall product mastery, and collaborate on future product and service enhancement
suggestions all in real time.
KATINKA SANTE
SENIOR PROGRAM MANAGER, STRATEGIC PROGRAMS, AUTODESK
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ABOUT NING

NING has made it easy for members to get involved and submit their
own photos, videos, and blog posts.
STEVE CULBERTSON
CREATOR, YOUTH SERVICE AMERICA

NING is a platform allowing you to
build online presence from the
ground up. They've helped
thousands of users across the
globe to create their own social
networks and stay connected with
the world. NING has come a long

Content creation & management requires thorough research, editing, creativity and activation. As a
professional tool, Paid Access now allows us to monetize our work, grow and reinvest in our community. I
am particularly pleased with NING not maintaining the status quo, but trying to push ongoing technical
development to keep our network up to speed with the needs of today's ever more demanding communities.
MARCO WESTERHOF
NETWORK CREATOR, REEFZ

way to offer clients a
comprehensive SaaS platform with
a wide range of useful features and
customization tools.

Our NING community is cozy because it’s by and for our members. You
must have served in the Peace Corps to join.
ERICA BURMAN
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS, NATIONAL PEACE CORPS ASSOCIATION

NING allowed us to create our online community and make it an
integral part of our business–to support our customers.
DHRU PUROHIT
FOUNDER, CLEAN PROGRAM
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ABOUT BUILT-ID

Built-ID’s digital strategy was extremely successful in engaging with a wide range of stakeholders
that otherwise we struggle to do during the traditional development process. The platform gave
a voice to the wider community and we received close to 500 pieces of written feedback.
MARIYA TSVETKOVA
FORE PARTNERSHIP

Built-ID is the tech-for-good
innovator behind the
market-leading community
engagement platform, Give My
View. Built-ID is featured as one of
the PropTech companies changing
real estate forever and one of

We would absolutely recommend Built-ID's services. We have been talking to
our team about Built-ID as our ‘go to’, and we feel we would absolutely
recommend your services over those who use similar platforms.
JO DAVIS
AVISON YOUNG

Forbes’ Groundbreaking Female
Founded PropTech Startups. By
making it easy for hard-to-reach
groups to have a constructive
influence on decision-making,
Built-ID consistently generates
unprecedented community
engagement results for industry

We were impressed with the comparatively high response rate to our public consultation thanks
to the Give My View platform. The feedback received reflected the diverse local community. For
instance, we could demonstrate an equal gender balance and successful engagement across all
age ranges.
LIAM RONAN-CHLOND
FIRST BASE

leaders, including, Legal & General,
RWE, City of London, Transport for
London, Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea, Guild
Living and many more, both in the
property industry and increasingly
beyond.

The Built -ID team provided a great solution for getting lots of responses quickly when we needed them, and made the
whole process really easy. The team and the system are flexible and easy to work with and it’s been great to engage with so
many more people than usual. The feedback process makes it all much more conversational which is what we want to
achieve, an ongoing conversation with public transport users about the public transport in MK.
ADELE WEARING
STRATEGIC TRANSPORT LEAD, MILTON KEYNES COUNCIL
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ABOUT DISCIPLE

Disciple is where communities

Disciple has helped us to increase our community size and cultivate
relationships on a more personal level with our community members.
CRYSTAL SOL HAYS
HŌM

thrive. Their community
management platform helps
people build independent, valuable
and trusted communities in a safe
space that they own and control.
Disciple is the UK leader in the

Disciple really understands how to build engaging community
platforms. My average revenue per community member is £38.
OWNER
MADELEINE SHAW

emerging technology category of
community media - services that
combine the interactivity of social
media, with the control of owned
media.

Disciple has helped us to mold our online community around the needs of our
users in a way that wouldn’t have been possible with other platforms.
HARRY VERMA
FOUNDER, UPRISE ACADEMY

Creating a community with Disciple has allowed us to bring together people
who have a wide invested interest in the disability community. I love how the
Disciple platform allows for flexibility.
LEAH ISON
CEREBRAL PALSY ALBERTA
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ABOUT HIVEBRITE

Hivebrite developed a powerful

Hivebrite doesn’t have a one size fits all approach to community
management. We were able to customize our platform and we can test
different features. This meant we could launch fast and see results quicker.
DAGMAR MEKKING
DIRECTOR, SHELL ALUMNI

solution that allows their clients to
easily brand, customize, and
engage their communities.
Leveraging modern design
standards and an advanced suite
of functionality, organizations can
offer their stakeholders a

Hivebrite is an all-in-one tool for managing in a community, in terms of being
able to organise, activate and monitor the community as it develops.
PHIN LESLAU
COMMUNITY MANAGER, SEVEN LEAGUE

dedicated networking space where
they can share knowledge and
experiences, benefit from targeted
opportunities, and keep in contact
with both the program and each
other.

With Hivebrite’s platform, we have been able to create a professional and people-centric
community run by people, not algorithms. We have all the tools necessary to create value for
our members and grow our community in the direction we want.
JADE DELBART
COMMUNICATION MANAGER, ARCHE FORMATION

We needed to make joining and participating in the community
incredibly simple. Straight away, Hivebrite was a clear choice.
ELIZABETH KOHLWAY
MANAGER, COMMUNITY BUILDING AND DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT, SABIN VACCINE INSTITUTE
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ABOUT MOBILIZE

Mobilize helps you easily
communicate with and organize

We have been looking for quite some time to solve our community engagement challenges, but had a fragmented
approach before Mobilize. Now we have a community platform for realtime collaboration and networking needs, events
that support sponsorship and content. It’s a game changer that we can now measure how many employees in (member)
companies are involved, which we could never do. And CEO engagement is very high, which we didn’t see on any other
platform - it’s intuitive enough and allows them to engage easily.
SKIP NEWBERRY
PRESIDENT & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION OF OREGON

your group members from one
place. It’s the best way to send
group messages, manage your
member directory, and build
community - no member login
required! Subgroups and smart
analytics help you craft engaging
communications to a specific

Mobilize has been an incredibly useful tool for us to stay in touch with the community and be the ‘library’
for our members, where they can find, share and discuss the content relevant to them. During the
Hackathon, it was the main channel of communication for 100 teams, 200 ‘Jedi’ experts, and 100 other
supporters to exchange information, find relevant people and engage in the live-chatting feel of the
Hackathon.
ANNA ATAMAS
COMMUNITY MANAGER, ODYSSEY

audience. Discussion boards and
direct messages help nurture
relationships, even with thousands
of members. Communities should
get stuff done. help you build
communities that delight your
audience and achieve incredible
results.

A community platform that actually understands how communities are built!
Thoughtful product design matched with onboarding strategy to ensure
success of all stakeholders.
SOFIA GARCIA
HEAD OF SPECIAL PROJECTS, JLL

The Mobilize community has become one of the main membership
benefits of this network.
DOROTHEA STRÜBER
MANAGER, UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT SOLUTIONS NETWORK (UN SDSN)
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ABOUT QUESTIONPRO

QuestionPro provides powerful
online survey software designed to

QuestionPro's extensive feature set met our requirements better than other
alternatives. I was especially impressed with QuestionPro's well implemented
user interface, detailed reporting capabilities, and responsive customer service.
PAUL ORWIG
SENIOR PRODUCT MANAGER, QWEST COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

help you make better business
decisions. Our easy to use software
includes tools for creation,
distribution, and analysis of online
surveys, polls, forms, and quizzes.
Use our advanced features to
completely customize the survey

We work with QuestionPro to better understand our rapidly-growing fan base. Ours is a league
rooted in the community engagement of the clubs. We’re always interested to hear what
supporters and partners think about our league, and we’ll be using the findings to help further
improve and grow our league, clubs, players, and staff at all NISA levels.
JOHN PRUTCH
COMMISSIONER, NISA

experience and power
sophisticated analysis. Best of all,
our customer support team is
available 24-hrs a day to guarantee
your project is a success!
QuestionPro includes multiple
pre-built survey templates and
more than 30 question types,

By partnering with QuestionPro Communities and having access to a wide range of features, Gannett was able to expand
the research and conduct additional types of studies. They were able to successfully conduct research across 10 markets
using the comprehensive Communities platform. Gannett was also able to identify the pulse of each market along with
understanding the scope of advertising which they leveraged to increase readership.
VP PLATFORM AS A SERVICE
GANNETT

which can be used by companies
to create questionnaires and
personalized surveys. It offers tools
to reach respondents through
email, integrated pop-ups, and
survey posting on social networks
including Facebook and Twitter.

We now have a product that members of the university community can use to
solve problems for companies, helping to engage UT more fully into the
economy of Tennessee.
OFFICE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE, KNOXVILLE

With over 10 million users across
100 countries, we have provided
survey software to Fortune 100
companies, academic institutions,
small businesses, and …
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ABOUT INSIDED

We chose inSided to upgrade our customers’ community experience after looking for more features and
options for collaboration. The team at inSided has been excellent to work with and are receptive and
responsive to feedback. Our customers regularly share compliments about The Hub and its position in our
support offering structure and it’s exciting to watch conversations evolve into solutions.
DREW CLAYBROOK
COMMUNITY MANAGER, EXTREME NETWORKS

Built specifically for B2B SaaS
businesses, inSided by Gainsight is
a Customer Success Community
Platform that uses the power of
community to measurably improve
customer engagement. As a result,
customer success is transformed

Great platform, easy to use and a great team to help you achieve your
business goals. Take advantage of their experience and skills to launch or
developer a community from scratch.
TOMÁS MOUTON
COMMUNITY MANAGER, NOS

to become a direct driver of
business growth. Companies enjoy
greater-than-average engagement,
broader product adoption, higher
retention rates, improved upsell,
lower support costs and increased
ARR, while their customer success
and support teams get to focus on

The customization piece was especially important. We wanted to hold the
Copper community to the same high standards as our overall brand, so we
needed the freedom to craft our site using CSS, HTML, and other creative tools.
KEN APONTE
VP, CUSTOMER SUCCESS, COPPER

higher value initiatives and
proactive outreach. For a
zero-obligation demo or expert
advice on community building,
reach out to us at
hello@insided.com or visit our
website: www.insided.com.

Take a look at any community built on inSided, and you'll immediately recognize that
the platform is built with the end-user in mind. The layout is clean and intuitive, and
we hear from members all the time that our community is simply a joy to use.
ADAM BALLHAUSSEN
DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMER EDUCATION, DOCEBO
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ABOUT CROWDSTACK PRO

Crowdstack Pro is an easy to use,
all-in-one engagement platform for

Crowdstack is another home run by the Social Strata family! Having been involved with them
since early 2001, they continue to bring innovation to social media. Licorice Pizza has used
Facebook groups over the last few years and not satisfied until now with our Crowdstack
Community! The LP Community is home for good! Thank you Crowdstack!
OWNER
LICORICE PIZZA ONLINE

content, conversations,
resource-sharing, and more. Bring
content, calendars, and surveys
together, without having to involve
the IT department at all.
(Shhhhhhhh.) What makes us
different? *Unlimited members,
simple pricing *Built-in Crowdstack

[Crowdstack] is so easy to use, and we were able to incorporate our community into
an existing site. Plus the [Crowdstack] staff are amazing and always eager to help! If
you're considering any kind of online community, this is definitely the company to
choose.
AMIEE BURNAMAN
ASSOCIATE MANAGER - MEDIA & FIELD MARKETING, LONG JOHN SILVER'S

Pay so you can make money from
your community without hassling
with credit cards or 3rd party
integrations. *With some
community platforms, beauty is
only skin deep. Crowdstack is the
most sophisticated, yet simple to
use, software. *You own your data,
period, and can take it with you if

After extensive research, we selected Crowdstack to be the host for our on-site community. The platform has given us the
ability to build a connection between audience generated content and our brand's editorial pillars, while creating an
environment that supports our readers through peer-to-peer engagement. The community has added value to our brand
by creating greater utility and providing incremental resources, thereby increasing loyalty and affinity. As our member base
has grown in size, we have also been able to leverage the platform to offer creative solutions for partner brands looking to
reach engaged niche audience segments.
YASMIN MARINARO-BASONE
VICE PRESIDENT, DIGITAL PUBLISHING, THE PENNY HOARDER

you’re ever crazy enough to leave.
*Automation works like magic to
give you time to do your day job.
*Customizable profile fields,
member management and
segmentation

[Crowdstack] offers what we need to allow our community to grow. Our community, like most, are now expecting a
mobile-friendly experience with social networking features like blogs, photo sharing and video sharing. [Crowdstack] offers
all of that, and more. The folks at Social Strata are always working to improve the platform and are regularly rolling out
new features that enhance the user experience and allow us to better manage the community.
LYNDA MITCHELL
FOUNDER, KIDS WITH FOOD ALLERGIES FOUNDATION
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ABOUT OPEN SOCIAL

Open Social is an open source
community building solution.

By building SparkBlue on top of their existing Open Social platform, we
could enhance SparkBlue with a number of Open Social community
engagement and collaboration extensions.
SPARKBLUE

We're a great match for your
external, volunteer and ideation
community. Our software is used
by NGOs, governments and
hundreds of smaller organizations
to connect with their members,
volunteers, employees, and
customers. Greenpeace Greenwire,

It’s important for our organization to have flexible software for the changing needs of
our community. Open Social is great to build upon. We spend 20% of our resources
on development unique to our community. The other 80% is handled out of the box.
CHRIS BLOCK
WEB DEVELOPER, PACHAMAMA ALLIANCE

an award-winning project with
hundreds of thousands of
volunteers worldwide, was the
inspiration for Open Social. We are
now a Drupal-based community
solution with more than a

Lemberg has collaborated with Open Social from the very beginning. Since the product launch,
we’ve witnessed tremendous growth of this platform from beta to an enterprise product. We are
absolutely confident that it’s a great software to build versatile community solutions.
ROMAN PASKA
HEAD OF WEB DEVELOPMENT, LEMBERG SOLUTIONS

thousand active installations.

For this to last and make an impact, we need a much broader community. It
needs to go beyond just us. It needs to be a movement. And that is what really
brought us to Open Social as a platform.
DAVID MESSER
MANAGER, CIRCULAR OPPORTUNITY INNOVATION NETWORK, CITY OF GUELPH
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ABOUT TRIBE TECHNOLOGIES

Tribe enabled us to swiftly launch a full-featured online community for
customers and audiences to drive thought leadership and education.
MERILY LEISVERIFIED
HEAD OF MARKETING, KLAUS

Tribe is a modern and fully
customizable community platform
built with a collection of social
media best practices to help
businesses and creators launch
branded online communities.
Communities built with Tribe can

I would recommend Tribe to anyone who wants to build a community
from scratch with no-code software.
RAHUL
CLOUDNINE HOSPITALS

be integrated into a product and
website or work as a stand-alone
community website.

Tribe helped us create a user-friendly brand community with familiar design
elements and customize it to serve various needs of our customers.
HALEY CHAMBERLAIN
CONTENT & COMMUNITY, CONVERTKIT

Tribe helped us quickly launch a customized social media-type community
complete with feeds, groups, and different post types to improve the user
engagement on our marketplace.
PHILIP STAPPEN
PRODUCT OWNER, DEINETIERWELT
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ABOUT ZAPNITO

I have found working with Zapnito to be excellent - they’re full of ideas,
full of feedback and deliver fantastic support.
VIOLETA RIBARSKA
PUBLISHER FOR THE FEBS PRESS PORTFOLIO, WILEY

Zapnito is a knowledge‐sharing
and expert community platform.
They help event organizers, expert
networks, membership and
subscription businesses to deliver
expertise on‐demand and build
sustainable communities. They
bring expert knowledge and

Zapnito has become a trusted partner to our Creative Solutions team,
enabling us to create unique propositions for our customers that showcase
their thought leadership and demonstrate their expertise.
ANNA DONNELLY
DIRECTOR OF CREATIVE SOLUTIONS, CENTAUR MEDIA

genuine community together.

The community has allowed us an opportunity to reach more people and
offer them guidance and a place to connect in a way we couldn't have before.
EMMA FOOTE
HEAD OF CAMPAIGNS & COMMUNITY, SOVA ASSESSMENT

Zapnito has given us a platform for community discussion around our journals, with
little development time needed from us, helping to raise our visibility and strengthen
our relationship with the research community. I would highly recommend them.
BEN JOHNSON
HEAD OF COMMUNITIES AND ENGAGEMENT, SPRINGER NATURE
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